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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro CYOW Roman Design v1.40 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 16 

18 19A 19B 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
29 30         

Medium stands 
14 15 17 20 28 40 41 42 43  

Heavy stands 
Extra stands 
Cargo stands 

E1 E2 E3        
Deice areas 

1 3 4 6       
 

 Stands E1 and E2 flipped to make ground services available. 
 1 Deice area added. (4 spots) 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EBBR Aerosoft v1.04 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
421 422 423 431 432 433 441 442 443 510 
524 526         

Medium stands 
120 122 126 134 136 138 140 142 143 144 

145R 146 147 148 149R 150 151 152 153R 154 
155 156 157R 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 

165R 166 167 168 169R 170 172 204 206L 207 
208 209 211R 214 215 217R 227 229R 230R 231 

232R 234R 236 304 305 306 313 323 354 680 
681 685 687 691 694 698 699    

Heavy stands 
171 174 205L 210L 228 233R 237L 238 240 312 
316 317 321 514 518 684 690 695   

Extra stands 
324 (322) 951         

Cargo stands 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17A 17C 18B 954 
957 959 9606 961 962 963 964 965 966 967 
969 971         

Deice areas 
M S326 S328 S330 W21 W22     

 

 Real-life pushbacks. 
 Stands 326 and 330 disabled to use as deicing zone. 
 3 deice areas (1 + 2 + 3 spots). 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 



 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 
helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EDDN Aerosoft v1.00 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
30 31 32 33 34 35 81 83 84 85 
86          

Medium stands 
2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 26 27 28 40 41 42 43 
44          

Heavy stands 
Extra stands 
Cargo stands 

 

 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 
aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 

 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EGNM Orbx v1.20 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
5 6         

Medium stands 
3 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

17 19 20 (20A) 21 (21A) 22 (21C)      
Heavy stands 
Extra stands 
Cargo stands 

 

 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 
aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 

 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro ENGM Orbx v1.01 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
2 3 7        

Medium stands 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 20 

22 24 26 28 36 38 39 41 43 44 
45 46 48 60 61 64 65 68 69 72 
73 77 81 85 89 93 95 96 171 172 
173 174 175 176 177 178 181 182 183 184 
185 186         

Heavy stands 
49 51 53 58 76 188     

Extra stands 
40 52 53 80       

Cargo stands 
202 204 206 208R 1M 2M 3M 5M 7M 9M 
10M          

Deice areas 
972 975 982 985 992 995 998    

 

 Real life pushbacks. 
 Some jetways do not attach well on the airplane. We have already reported it to developer. 
 Three deicing pads configured. (2 + 2 + 3 spots) 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro KDEN Flightbeam v1.10 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
A35 A47 A60 A62 A64 A66 B11 B12 B23 B31 
B41 B46 B50 B51 B52 B54 B56 B57 B58 B59 
B60 B61 B63 B65 B67 B69 B71 B73 B77 B79 
B80 B81 B82 B83 B84 B85 B86 B87 B88 B89 
B90 B91 B92 B93 B94 B95 C23 C45 C47  

Medium stands 
A24 A25 A26 A27 A28 A29 A30 A31 A32 A33 
A34 A36 A38 A39 A40 A42 A44 A45 A46 A48 
A49 A50 A51 A52 A53 B7 B8 B9 B10 B15 
B16 B17 B18 B20 B22 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 
B29 B33 B35 B39A B43 B44 B45 B47 B48 B49 
B53 B55 C22 (C28) C24 C25 C26 C27 C29 C30 C31 
C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 C37 C38 C39 C40 C41 
C42 C43 C44 C46 C48 C49 E1 E2 E3 E4 
E5 E6 N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 NW1 NW2 
SE2 SE4 SE6        

Heavy stands 
B21A B38 B42        

Extra stands 
A37W A41W B32 B36       

Cargo stands 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S8 S9 S11 S12 S14 
S16 S17 S18 S20 S22 S24 S28 S30 S31 S32 
S34          

Deice areas 
A2W A4W B1W B5W C1 C3 C5 D53 D56 D59 
D511 D513 D515 SC2       

 

 ‘D’ stands disabled, used as deicing area. 
 5 deicing areas added (2 + 2 + 3 + 6 + 1 spots). 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 



 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro KIAD Flightbeam v1.20 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
1A 1B 1C 1E 1F 1G 2A 2B 2C 2E 
2F 2G 3A 3B 3C 3E 3F 4A 4B 4C 
4E 4F 5A 5B 5C 5E 5F 6A 6B 6C 
6E B46 B48 B50 B64 B65 B66 B67 B68 B69 

B70 B71 B72 B73 B75 B79 C9 C11 C17 C18 
C20 C22 C24 C26 C28 C30 D2 D4 D6 D8 
D10 D12 D14 D16 D18 D19 D20 Z6 (Z10) Z7 (Z9) Z8 (Z7) 

Z9 (Z6) Z14         
Medium stands 

B74 B76 B78 C5 C6 C12 C19 C23 D1 D11 
D15 D23 D24 D29       

Heavy stands 
A14 A15 A19 A22 A23 A26 A31 A32 B37 B40 
B41 B51 C1 C2 C3 C4 C7 C8 C14 C27 
D3 D5 D7 D21 D26 D30     

Extra stands 
B44 B45 D32 R5 R7 R9 R12 R13 R14 R16 
R22          

Cargo stands 
W1 W3 W6 W8 9      

 

 There are some labeling errors on Concourse A. 
 Stands Z6, Z7, Z8 and Z9 are actually Z10, Z9, Z7 and Z6. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro KSJC Orbx v1.10 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
5 6 11 12 17 19 31    

Medium stands 
1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 13 14 

16 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 30 32 33 34 35 153    

Heavy stands 
15          

Extra stands 
Cargo stands 

104 106 107 112 114 115 116    
 

 Stands 29 and 36 have statics aircrafts, so they are not configured. 
 AFCAD issue on stand 101, can’t be configured. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 

 



 
 
- 
 

 

 



 
 

Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LFBD FranceVFR v1.32 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
B6 B7R*         

Medium stands 
A5 A7 A8 A9 A12 A14 B1R B3 B4 B5R 
B8R B9R C1 C3 C4 C6 D1 D2 D3 D4 
D5 D6         

Heavy stands 
A11 A16         

Extra stands 
Cargo stands 

F1 F2 F3        
 

 Stand D7 disabled (actually push line T). 
 Stand B7R has a BGL error. No ground services available. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LIMJ Beautiful Model of the World v2.01 for 
MSFS2020 

Small stands 
213 308 309 404 (304)       

Medium stands 
101 110 111 112 202 203 205 206 207 208 
209 210 211 212 301 (303) 402 404 405 407 408 

Heavy stands 
302          

Cargo stands 
102 105 106 107 109      

 

 Perfect fitting jetways on doors. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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